
CHSH Frenzy Excites Investors! Brokers Try To Take Control!

China Shoe Holdings Inc. (CHSH)
$0.50

Shares prices climbed up and down as brokers tried to push share prices down 
to grab CHSH at lower prices. This is set up to explode. Grab it now and 
reap the profits. Get on CHSH first thing Wednesday!



The value of a limited edition isn’t determined only by the number in the editio
n.
Chief steward Ray Murrihy agreed, saying, "it has been one of the greatest partn
erships throughout racing history, judging by the success they have had".
Popularity of the artist and the demand for his work are the real driving forces
 in determining the number of the edition to begin with.
Hall maintained the tackle by Nathan Hindmarsh and Tahu was a "classic spear tac
kle".
A huge THANK YOU also goes out to Andrew and staff at Newlings of Royston - Andr
ew you really helped me through - Thank you.
Cass had a simple philosophy.
It will come as no surprise to anyone here today that Cass’s funeral will be som
ewhat unconventional.
The music that will be played throughout the ceremony has been specially and car
efully selected to reflect Cass’s interests and tastes.
However in the time available today I can only draw a sketch of the man he was.
I knew that I did wrong.
I will leave it to you, his family and friends, to add the colour that will make
 this tribute complete.
"It has been a creeping phenomenon," he said.
Cass described his father as "not being someone to whom you could attach the ’av
erage guy’ tag".
It was meant to describe the subjects of the work, which were more often themes 
and situations rather than individual people or objects.
Judiciary chairman Greg Woods urged the panel to ignore any reference to the air
ing of a video on YouTube headed "Another Morrin bite?
" Snowden is thankful Hawkes isn’t leaving until mid-November, as it gave him ti
me to adjust.
But if CB taught me anything it was that we move forward not back and no-one eve
r said it would be easy.
It’s too late by then.
To everyone who attended and those who had us all in their thoughts - Thank you 
too - from CB as well.
As Cass was not known as one who would willingly conform to the rules laid down 
by society, it came as something of a surprise when he announced that he intende
d to join the Police Force.
"His Step-son Russell said: "To have one dad was great but to have a second one 
in Cass was very special.



"The death of Cass means the end of an era.
The tribunal was shown two photographs of Tahu’s arm taken after the incident, a
s well as four angles of the offence.
So how will you remember Cass?
He did not tell his Dad but passed his exams anyway.
The Realist painter’s goal was to present life as it is, good or bad, bluntly wi
thout idealizing form and hiding neither blemish nor injustice.
Hawkes’s son Michael was in charge of that arm.
Let us accept the natural order of things in which we move.
But it is to be about paying players according to what the market says they are 
worth.
When you leave here I hope you still remember the laughter and joy he spread abo
ut and in the future when you think of him, I hope he can still bring a smile to
 your faces.
It is not about getting players to take a salary cut.
We have heard a brief synopsis of Cass’s life and the inspirational way he dealt
 with his illness.
"Cass and a number of his close friends had formed an association to help them d
eal with the trials of life that manifest themselves in different ways in each o
f our lives.
But probably the pressure is on him at home, coaching the French team at home.
Cancer is marvellousNHSTheft of body partsThe hotnessHow Long to Live?
Cass had a simple philosophy.
Hawkes had previously trained in Melbourne for the "chicken Kings".
"Nudes: Living Curves" is an exciting new series of oil paintings by Quincy Verd
un.
"We have to be a bit careful that we don’t make our lives more complicated.
"I would say the conditions are actually an advantage for me," he said.
When in Cass’s company you were never bored.
"Is this offence as bad as eye-gouging, as bad as a head slam, as bad as a dange
rous tackle?
"We have to be a bit careful that we don’t make our lives more complicated.
" British Open champion Padraig Harrington sounded equally unfazed by the heat.
Visit the gallery today and view these wonderful works!
"It is disappointing because we want to train out there and we normally do, but 
there’s not much we can do about it," Roos said.
THAT HURTST-I-G-G-E-RBODY FOR SALEA Little EncouragementTHE PILLSHELEN IN THE TO
WERFLEW?
When you leave here I hope you still remember the laughter and joy he spread abo
ut and in the future when you think of him, I hope he can still bring a smile to
 your faces.
Wall color, lighting, surroundings - it all makes a difference, sometimes for th
e better and sometimes not.
Over the years Cass had several relationships, some of which are probably best l
eft in the past where they belong, but other in which he enjoyed some good times
.
A few months before he was due to take his ’A’ levels, Cass decided he needed to
 have some fun and he and some of his friends decided to have a party.
Have your say Does the Bledisloe Cup series need mini-tours or is the competitio
n fine the way it is Jump in and have your say.
In the end, you’ll have to decide for yourself if the higher price of a limited 
edition is worth it.
The value of a limited edition isn’t determined only by the number in the editio
n.
Visit the gallery today and view these wonderful works!
Over the years Cass had several relationships, some of which are probably best l
eft in the past where they belong, but other in which he enjoyed some good times
.
Popularity of the artist and the demand for his work are the real driving forces
 in determining the number of the edition to begin with.



Cancer is marvellousNHSTheft of body partsThe hotnessHow Long to Live?
Contact galleries local to his area and ask about him.
Step out of airconditioned nirvana and the heat envelopes the senses like a Turk
ish bath.
But despite this and repeated courses of chemotherapy and the inevitable debilit
ation this caused he NEVER ONCE felt sorry for himself.
"Nudes: Living Curves" is an exciting new series of oil paintings by Quincy Verd
un.
Photo: Steve Christo A REALITY check on player salaries is needed to bring them 
back in line with real market value, Australian Rugby Union chief executive John
 O’Neill has warned.
Election date shenanigans Peter Hartcher: Should Rudd dare Howard to bring it on
?
" Roos is hopeful of being able to include Leo Barry back in the team this week 
after the full-back missed the past fortnight with a hamstring injury.
Straight after the game I went up and apologised to him.
His determination to enjoy what life he had left meant that he exceeded this all
oted time more than two fold.
This will give you a good idea of background and a flavour of what is contained 
in the hundreds of other entries.
However, those of you who are easily offended or are of a sensitive disposition 
may wish to leave vefore this is played.
Hawkes offered "no comment" when contacted last night.
I have therefore chosen to begin our ceremony with some words written by Sir Win
ston Churchill.
He was and continues to be my one and only soul-mate.
"Our anti-doping policies are as good as any.
His determination to enjoy what life he had left meant that he exceeded this all
oted time more than two fold.
I am very slowly finding a different me and learning what she’s like to live wit
h will be interesting .
jpgFans at Telstra stadium for South Sydney v Cronulla.
Springboks secure Jones for .
But we have to be a bit careful that we contain our overall overheads in a way t
hat we don’t spend more than we are earning.
It was the plain truth.
Others will remember his infectious personality.
So, the next time someone says they like Realism in art, you may have to ask for
 a clarification.
It will come as no surprise to anyone here today that Cass’s funeral will be som
ewhat unconventional.
The Realist painter’s goal was to present life as it is, good or bad, bluntly wi
thout idealizing form and hiding neither blemish nor injustice.
Cass described his father as "not being someone to whom you could attach the ’av
erage guy’ tag".
I am suggesting there is a market and the market is a combination of what rugby 
league players earn and equally what players can earn overseas.
Some will remember him as the complete hedonist.
Stuart Appleby has had plenty of experience playing in heat back home in Austral
ia.
", which was reported in yesterday’s Herald, describing it as "irrelevant".
The original idea of Realism in art may not be what you think.
"To which his brother Cal quickly replied "No he wasn’t!
Skip directly to: Search Box,  Section Navigation,  Content.
To everyone who attended and those who had us all in their thoughts - Thank you 
too - from CB as well.
"It’s to do with the turf works required to bring the venue up to AFL specificat
ions," stadium spokesman Kyle Patterson said.
"I am not sure which hat he was wearing," O’Neill said.
As Christmas approached he was determined and able to visit Cambridge just to bu



y Rita’s present but it was obvious that his strength was slowly ebbing away.
Cass was someone who was always looking for the next adventure and challenge in 
life and after a couple of years on the beat he became ’bored’ with the Police a
nd decided to move on.
Beadman jnr, who is in the second year of four-year riding apprenticeship with H
awkes, said: "I’ll have to get home and talk to the boss about my future.
I am suggesting there is a market and the market is a combination of what rugby 
league players earn and equally what players can earn overseas.
You will all have your own memories of Cass which hopefully will sustain you in 
the days and weeks ahead but I thought our final words today should belong to th
ose who meant most to him - his family.
I just wanted scribble a few thoughts to maybe light a spark in people - and the
n it became a book about Cancer, Life, Death, Illness and Politics.
Let us treasure our joys but not bewail our sorrows.
If you have not had the pleasure of reading this book then you do not know what 
you have missed.
Plates and stencils would wear and when the images began to suffer the printing 
was halted and the edition was complete.
Contact galleries local to his area and ask about him.
Please follow the link below.
When the painting is finished, the subject reveals itself.
’ remains financially whole and financially stable.
If you have not had the pleasure of reading this book then you do not know what 
you have missed.
At the time, the ARU all but had its hands tied, as its talent stocks were under
 serious threat from poaching attempts by rugby league’s Super League and the il
l-fated World Rugby Corporation.
CONFUSED WIZARDSNew PIllsHierarchy of PainsA HEADDamn, I forgot the CancerPillsE
at Rat PoisonResistance is futile?
Why can’t the edition be open and the price much lower?
That’s only part of the equation.
Over the years Cass had several relationships, some of which are probably best l
eft in the past where they belong, but other in which he enjoyed some good times
.
The greatest compliment I can bestowe is that Cass would have loved every minute
 of it and that people left laughing was exactly what he wanted - thank you agai
n.
Today with many modern printing methods, a limited edition is simply a pre-plann
ed restriction in the number of prints produced.
When in Cass’s company you were never bored.
"I use the teaching analogy.
On the other hand, if the print is rather costly, you may need to do a little fo
otwork to justify your purchase.
"We have to make sure ’rugby inc.
"His Step-son Russell said: "To have one dad was great but to have a second one 
in Cass was very special.
It will come as no surprise to anyone here today that Cass’s funeral will be som
ewhat unconventional.
Others still will remember him as a natural teacher, someone who at times could 
be a bit cynical but who could never be ignored.
Earlier yesterday Ingham announced the Queensland operation, Tenor Lodge, would 
be closed.
What I did was stupid, so I’ve just got to cop it on the chin, and hopefully com
e back a bit better next year, put it behind me.
We may all look at art differently but at least we’re looking.
"He accepted my apology and said not to worry about it.
But probably the pressure is on him at home, coaching the French team at home.
You don’t start drinking on the first tee.
Life is a whole and good and ill must be accepted together.
But it is to be about paying players according to what the market says they are 



worth.
"If you are playing on a hot day in the afternoon, then make sure you get really
 hydrated in the mid part of the morning.
Build it and the money will .
"It is disappointing because we want to train out there and we normally do, but 
there’s not much we can do about it," Roos said.
You have been warned!
He added that Johnson had recommended that Tahu have a tetanus shot after the ga
me.
But it is to be about paying players according to what the market says they are 
worth.
What I did was stupid, so I’ve just got to cop it on the chin, and hopefully com
e back a bit better next year, put it behind me.
To everyone who attended and those who had us all in their thoughts - Thank you 
too - from CB as well.
"It is disappointing because we want to train out there and we normally do, but 
there’s not much we can do about it," Roos said.
advertisement - story continues below "Rugby league salaries have come back, and
 I don’t think ours have.
A huge THANK YOU also goes out to Andrew and staff at Newlings of Royston - Andr
ew you really helped me through - Thank you.
"I play quite a bit in Malaysia, where it is quite bit hotter and stickier than 
this.
That’s only part of the equation.
"Player Morrin makes a deliberate and positive decision.
Hang on, George, this is for.
Paintings up to that point never showed common scenes of everyday life.
" O’Neill even suggested Laporte’s allegations might have been politically drive
n.
Shit happened and I could do nothing to stop it.
He did not tell his Dad but passed his exams anyway.
Judiciary chairman Greg Woods urged the panel to ignore any reference to the air
ing of a video on YouTube headed "Another Morrin bite?
Why can’t the edition be open and the price much lower?
Springboks secure Jones for .
’Cass’s black but wonderful sense of humour remained the same throughout his ill
ness.
CONFUSED WIZARDSNew PIllsHierarchy of PainsA HEADDamn, I forgot the CancerPillsE
at Rat PoisonResistance is futile?
" Roos is hopeful of being able to include Leo Barry back in the team this week 
after the full-back missed the past fortnight with a hamstring injury.
Because Cass had successfully jumped so many hurdles over the preceding years, h
is family and friends had perhaps understandably become just a little complacent
 about his illness.
If we are moved by the artist’s image and have great respect for it, we will cer
tainly use greater caution to display it within the best surroundings.
Take a walk around the back nine and that light-coloured shirt takes on a darker
 hue and soggy texture of a dressing-room towel.
As Christmas approached he was determined and able to visit Cambridge just to bu
y Rita’s present but it was obvious that his strength was slowly ebbing away.
Under cross examination, Morrin said he was "positive" the injury occurred when 
his head struck the ground.
There was a time when prints were naturally limited because of the process used.

Instead we will listen to this song, but as I said at the beginning of the servi
ce, those of you with a sensitive disposition may wish to leave by the back door
 now.
We wouldn’t want to "spoil" the image with overly contrasting or distracting obj
ects too close to the work.
He returned to the family business for a while before joining a large company wh



ere he made some good friends.
Ingham issued a press release last night saying: "We thank John for his years of
 dedication and we look forward to the next exciting phase at Crown Lodge with P
eter taking up the reins".
Dom Knight: Look at all the fresh’n’funky ways you can superficially connect to 
Kevin.
I am very slowly finding a different me and learning what she’s like to live wit
h will be interesting .
I could have written some beautifully crafted, grammatically correct essays but 
I hope you will understand, that when I say "I don’t have a lot of time" I mean 
it far more literally than you do.
" and shortly after they returned to France.
"That’s time-consuming and that can’t be done twice effectively, once for traini
ng and once for the game.
I could have written some beautifully crafted, grammatically correct essays but 
I hope you will understand, that when I say "I don’t have a lot of time" I mean 
it far more literally than you do.
As Cass was not known as one who would willingly conform to the rules laid down 
by society, it came as something of a surprise when he announced that he intende
d to join the Police Force.
Election date shenanigans Peter Hartcher: Should Rudd dare Howard to bring it on
?
By all accounts the party was a great success but during the fun Cass lost all t
he revision notes he had taken with him to prepare himself for his ’A’ levels.
Shit happened and I could do nothing to stop it.
I have therefore chosen to begin our ceremony with some words written by Sir Win
ston Churchill.
Step out of airconditioned nirvana and the heat envelopes the senses like a Turk
ish bath.
He wrote:  Let us be contented with what has happened and be thankful for all th
at we have been spared.
As Christmas approached he was determined and able to visit Cambridge just to bu
y Rita’s present but it was obvious that his strength was slowly ebbing away.
What I did was stupid, so I’ve just got to cop it on the chin, and hopefully com
e back a bit better next year, put it behind me.
The house had no television set and therefore Cass and his siblings had to find 
their own way of keeping themselves amused.
Always looking for the next opportunity to enjoy hmself.
" Roos is hopeful of being able to include Leo Barry back in the team this week 
after the full-back missed the past fortnight with a hamstring injury.
"We have got to be paying proper attention to the relativities of the market pla
ce.
Do they mean real in the sense that it "looks real" or does the subject matter a
nd scene depict an honest and blunt view of everyday life rather than presenting
 and idealized world?
I am very slowly finding a different me and learning what she’s like to live wit
h will be interesting .
When you leave here I hope you still remember the laughter and joy he spread abo
ut and in the future when you think of him, I hope he can still bring a smile to
 your faces.
John Hawkes stunned the racing world yesterday when he announced he was resignin
g as trainer for owner-breeder Bob Ingham.
But it worked for them.
A huge THANK YOU also goes out to Andrew and staff at Newlings of Royston - Andr
ew you really helped me through - Thank you.
Inspired by the post-impressionist works of Gauguin and Modigliani, these wonder
ful nude paintings offer dazzling arrangements of color, texture and form.
Wall color, lighting, surroundings - it all makes a difference, sometimes for th
e better and sometimes not.
I only existed with Cass - for Cass.



I done it out of frustration.
Doesn’t it make sense that it would alter the way the viewer receives the image?

The greatest compliment I can bestowe is that Cass would have loved every minute
 of it and that people left laughing was exactly what he wanted - thank you agai
n.
I was pissed off at the time.
It will come as no surprise to anyone here today that Cass’s funeral will be som
ewhat unconventional.
Cass obtained an educational scholarship and attended Westbridgeford Grammar Sch
ool.
Let us accept the natural order of things in which we move.
He paints not what he sees, but what he feels, what he tells himself about what 
he has seen.
It may not be worth the paper it’s printed on, literally.
Morrin was suspended for eight matches last night at the NRL judiciary following
 his bite on Eels centre Timana Tahu last Friday night.
"It has been a creeping phenomenon," he said.
Many collectors realize that merely producing a limited edition doesn’t do anyth
ing to indicate that the edition has any real value.
"He has done a tremendous job, he has left shoes bigger than flippers to fill," 
Snowden said.
The greatest compliment I can bestowe is that Cass would have loved every minute
 of it and that people left laughing was exactly what he wanted - thank you agai
n.
He tried his hand at his own business for a while, but having learned the outdoo
r advertising business with his father, he decided eventually that this was prob
ably where his niche was.
Judiciary chairman Greg Woods urged the panel to ignore any reference to the air
ing of a video on YouTube headed "Another Morrin bite?
The Sydney Morning Herald.
He added: "The importance for NSW racing cannot be under-estimated, it is the pr
inciple reason we’ve been a force in racing".
However, as it was originally used, Realism didn’t much refer to the image itsel
f and how accurately it is rendered.
"The way he spoke, with such authority I found perplexing," O’Neill said.
"To which his brother Cal quickly replied "No he wasn’t!
He added: "The importance for NSW racing cannot be under-estimated, it is the pr
inciple reason we’ve been a force in racing".
A few months before he was due to take his ’A’ levels, Cass decided he needed to
 have some fun and he and some of his friends decided to have a party.
"He accepted my apology and said not to worry about it.
Hall maintained the tackle by Nathan Hindmarsh and Tahu was a "classic spear tac
kle".
jpgFans at Telstra stadium for South Sydney v Cronulla.
His father Pancho said.
Have your say Does the Bledisloe Cup series need mini-tours or is the competitio
n fine the way it is Jump in and have your say.
WarfarinCURIOUS WIZARDSThe VampireExpectancyDrug DependencyAnti CoagulantsEar Ca
ndling?
Hall maintained the tackle by Nathan Hindmarsh and Tahu was a "classic spear tac
kle".
On seeing Kim he stopped and said hello before resuming his chastisement of the 
chair as if it was the most natural thing in the world for a man to be doing.
He had two brothers, Cal and Sean and a sister, Shoshi.
"I done it to get him off me.
" Ingham said Hawkes and Snowden "have demonstrated a determination to succeed a
nd their sheer hard work has resulted in achievements beyond anyone’s expectatio
ns".
Stuart Appleby has had plenty of experience playing in heat back home in Austral



ia.


